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INTRODUCTION

THE MARK’S EVOLUTION
As our company has grown and 
evolved, so did our mark. These are 
the four marks that have been used 
thus far throughout the life of our 
company. Over time, our mark has 

been simplified and given more struc-
ture. Honeydew green and midnight 
blue have recently been introduced to 
the mark, creating a more powerful 
impact and increased recognizability.

THE ORIGINAL MARK, 1921 1958 1984 THE CURRENT MARK, 2007

Hēafod Estates was founded in 1921 
by Henry Hēafod, an immigrant from 
England. He made his mark in the 
real estate world by selling a record 
breaking number of homes in his 
lifetime in the Washington, D.C. area. 
Half way through his real estate agent 
career, he created his own agency, 
Hēafod Estates. He saw the hassle in 
the home buying process and sought 
to create a safe space for the client and 
to make the process as stress-free as 
possible. Here at Hēafod Estates, we 
stand true to Mr. Hēafod’s original goal 

and strive to aid our clients in finding 
the best and right home for them, in a 
quick manner and under budget.

Today, Hēafod Estates has five 
major U.S. locations: our headquarters 
still in D.C., San Fransisco, Miami, 
Houston, and Chicago. 

In 2007, Hēafod Estates launched 
our online home search engine to 
broaden our reach and to help more 
people find the right home with less 
hassle. Here, clients have access to 
real estate agents anytime, anywhere 
to gain insight, advice, and have a 

reliable, knowledgeable partner in 
the home buying process. The client 
also has the ability to utilize our 
advanced search filter, narrowing 
the scope of their search by location, 
type of home, price, bedrooms, and 
bathrooms. In the premium package, 
the client has access to an agent 24/7, 
the ability to book tours, view virtual 
tours, and save prospective housing.

Hēafod Estates makes the home 
buying process easy, accessible, and 
affordable with an agent always on 
stand by waiting to help.

OUR HISTORY
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CORPORATE COLORS

Our signature, which encompasses the 
mark and the logotype, represents the 
interconnectivity of community and 
how we aid in bringing it together.

The company originated in Wash-
ington, D.C. and the mark is bound 

Hēafod Estates proudly wears two 
official company colors: honeydew 
green and midnight blue. The mark 
and signature should always appear 
in these two colors (unless using the 
reversed version) in the respective 
spaces; always appearing in midnight 

HONEYDEW GREEN
PANTONE: 346 C
CMYK: 55.91, 0, 53.61, 0
RGB: 110, 203, 152
HEX: 6e, cb, 98

MIDNIGHT BLUE
PANTONE: 280 C
CMYK: 100, 93.66, 27.57, 23.1
RGB: 2, 33, 105
HEX: 02, 21, 69

SIGNATURE

MARK

LOGOTYPE

by the District’s shape, highlighting 
key roads and intersections in the 
area. Our client outreach has now 
stretched far beyond the capital and 
the Hēafod home search method has 
spread nationwide.

Our signature is a fundamental 
principle of Hēafod Estate’s corporate 
identity and often the first connection 
the client makes with our company. 
Always treat this with the utmost 
importance and consideration.

blue is the logotype and geometric 
shapes, and always appearing in 
honeydew are the bands within the 
mark. The Pantone versions should 
always be attempted first, unless the 
medium or printing requirements 
affect this choice. 

OVERVIEW
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STACKED

BLACK OUT

The primary Hēafod Estates signa-
ture should be just that, the primary 
signature. Attempt to use the primary 
horizontal version as frequently as 

possible. However, there are special 
circumstances where an alternative 
signature may be used, but only after 
the primary is attempted. These varia-

tions include a stacked version, an all 
black version (referred to as “Black 
Out”) and a white version (referred to 
as “White Out”).

The stacked signature should be used when 
there are space constraints which would 
cause the primary signature to be: unreadable 
or awkward at a small size, the brandmark’s 
colors become indistinguishable, and/or the 

The only circumstance the Black Out version 
should be used is when an item that features 
the signature is faxed, if the user’s printer 
does not support colored printing, or to be 
used for simple, unrefined mock-ups.

WHITE OUT
The White Out signature should be used when 
the background is too dark to support the 
midnight blue. This variation may be used 
against the midnight blue, an image, or any 

color that is dark enough to support the white. 
The White Out version should never be placed 
on the honeydew green, as the color is not 
dark enough to sustain it.

honeydew green is unable to be seen against 
the midnight blue.
The stacked version is also available in the 
Black Out or White Out variations, depending 
on the needs as it pertains to the background. 

ALTERNATIVE SIGNATURE USAGE
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The protective space around the 
signature helps insure the integrity 
and that it never looks to cramped 
against images or text. Certain text, 
such as corporate information (like 

THE BUFFER ZONE

There should always be one “e”  of space between the 3 outermost points of the 
mark and after the last letter in the logotype. Make sure the signature is at the size 
you desire, then use the size of that “e” for measurement. 

There should always be one “e”  of space between the top of the mark and on all 
three sides of the logotype.

1060 W. Addison Street Chicago, IL 60613

EXCEPTION EXAMPLE

MINIMUM SIZE
34 MILLIMETERS (1.34 INCHES)

the address, etc.), may be placed 
underneath the logotype, residing 
closely to or in the signature. Any 
other text must be placed out side of 
this margin.

HORIZONTAL BUFFER ZONE

VERTICAL BUFFER ZONE

In order to uphold the integrity of 
the Hēafod Estate signature, it should 
never be unreadable or indistinguish-
able due to a small size. Therefore, it 

should not, under any circumstance, 
be smaller than the shown minimum 
size. The signature may be scaled as 
large as needed.

MINIMUM SIZE
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CORRECT USAGE
Using the mark and logotype together 
in the correct manner is crucial to 
creating consistency across all plat-
forms (and simply just looks nice). 

Using the signature in the following 
manners also upholds the integrity of 
the signature as a whole, and allows it 
to be easily read and distinguished.

CORRECT USE EXAMPLES:

White is always a good background choice to place the 
signature on. This is the logo in its purest form.

The signature may be placed on a gray background 
(only between 0-40% of pure black).

Place the white out version on a relatively plane or 
soft textured background that does not compete or 
interfere with the signature. 

The logo can be placed against the honeydew green. 
The bands within the mark bleed into the background 
and can represent heafod estate’s ability to reach out 
to the community, being open and accessible.

10% 20% 30% 40%
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The logo and signature may never be 
modified in any way, shape, or form 
for any reason  aside from scaling it 
up or down proportionally (using the 
shift key when scaling).

Generally, the mark may not have a 
drop shadow, be transformed, skewed, 
flipped, and/or rotated in any way 
that challenges the mark’s integrity or 
legibility of the logotype.

IMPROPER USAGE

Do not place the signature on top of a black background, 
as it is difficult to read.

Do not place the signature on top of a dark color. Try 
to avoid placing the primary logo on any solid color 
background in general.

Do not place the signature on top of a busy or dark 
background, as it is not easy to see.

Do not place the white out version on top of a light 
background, as well as on a pattern that may compete 
with the signature.

IMPROPER USE EXAMPLES:

WORDS OF ADVICE: THIS IS THE FORMAT THE PRIMARY 
SIGNATURE SHOULD ALWAYS APPEAR. ALWAYS. DO NOT 
TOUCH IT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE.

THE HEAFOD ESTATES SIGNATURE
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IMPROPER USAGE (CONTINUED)

Do not rotate the axis, including rotating the signature 
90 degrees to stand it up. It should always sit on a 
horizontal plane.

Do not alter the transparency.

Do not skew the mark horizontally, vertically, or any 
other way imaginable.

Do not inverse the mark or logotype’s color, or use any 
other colors in the signature.

Do not change the position of the mark as it relates 
to the logotype. It should always appear before the 
logotype (or above if using the vertical version).

Do not scale the mark without scaling the logotype 
along with it. They should always appear proportionate 
to one another.

THE HEAFOD ESTATES SIGNATURE
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The use of typography across all 
platforms should always be consistent 
and cohesive. Hēafod Estates’ primary 
typeface is Acumin Pro. This type 
family, consisting of 90 fonts, can be 

found on the Adobe Typekit website to 
download. This typeface was selected 
as the primary typeface for its strong, 
even strokes, its ability to scale easily, 
and for its expansive and diverse 

nature. The font’s integrity should 
always be upheld and should not be 
transformed or skewed in anyway, and 
no strokes or drop shadows should 
ever be added.

TYPOGRAPHY

PRIMARY TYPEFACE - ACUMIN PRO

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

Aa
ACUMIN PRO REGULAR

ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED REGULAR

ACUMIN PRO EXTRA LIGHT

ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED THIN

ACUMIN PRO LIGHT

ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED LIGHT

ACUMIN PRO ITALIC

ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED MEDIUM

ACUMIN PRO BOLD ACUMIN PRO BLACK

ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED SEMIBOLD ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED BOLD

TYPEFACE WEIGHT AND GLYPH EXAMPLES:
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TYPOGRAPHY

SECONDARY TYPEFACE - ESSONNES
Essonnes is the company’s secondary 
typeface that may only be used for 
body text and pull quotes within the 
body text. It has elegant serifs and 

thin strokes that aid readability over 
long paragraphs of text. The second-
ary typeface, similar to the primary, 
may be downloaded from Adobe 

Typekit and should never be trans-
formed or added to in any way. The 
standard Essonnes body text should 
be seen in 10/12.5 pt.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 (;:!?/@$%&#*)

ESSONNES DISPLAY LIGHT ESSONNES TEXT REGULAR ESSONNES TEXT BOLD

ESSONNES HEADLINE THIN ESSONNES HEADLINE REGULAR

TYPEFACE WEIGHT AND GLYPH EXAMPLES:

Aa
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TYPOGRAPHY

TYPE STYLESHEET

A HEADING 

17PT ACUMIN PRO BLACK (ALL CAPS)
B HEADING 

14PT ACUMIN PRO BOLD (ALL CAPS)

C HEADING

14PT ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED ITALIC (ALL CAPS)

BODY TEXT
10/12pt Essonnes Text Regular

ALTERNATIVE BODY TEXT
11/13pt Acumin Pro Condensed Regular

PULL QUOTES (WITH BODY TEXT)
10/12pt Essonnes Text Bold

PULL QUOTES (WITH ALTERNATIVE BODY TEXT)
11/13pt Acumin Pro Condensed Bold

CALLOUTS
9PT ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED REGULAR (ALL CAPS)

CAPTIONS
8pt Acumin Pro Condensed Light Italic

FOLIOS
7pt Acumin Pro Regular

RUNNING HEADERS
7pt Acumin Pro Bold

BYLINES
8PT ACUMIN PRO CONDENSED REGULAR (ALL CAPS)

PHOTO CREDITS
7pt Acumin Pro Condensed Light Italic

BOX/INFOGRAPHIC HEADING
8PT ACUMIN PRO BLACK (ALL CAPS)

BOX/INFOGRAPHIC TEXT
8/9.5pt Acumin Pro Regular

DISCLAIMERS
7pt Acumin Pro Condensed Regular
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TOUCHPOINTS

THE BUSINESS SUITE
Items within the business suite are 
the next aspect the client or partner 
will come into contact with. These 
materials should be treated with care 

as they are applied across the board 
to other applications. The business 
suite includes, but is not limited to: 
business cards, letterheads, envelopes, 

and mailing labels. These touch 
points need to be concise, consistent, 
and the information needs to be easy 
to understand and view.

THE LETTERHEAD: Print on 8.5” X 11” sheets of white paper, using the provided 
template. A 1.5” margin should be used on the left and right side of the body text, 
and 0.5” from the top and bottom of the page. The body text should always appear 
in Marion Pro Regular at 10.5/12.5pt. Include the date, addressee, your message, a 
closing, your name, and your position at the company.

THE ENVELOPE: Use a #10 envelope with 4-1/8” x 9-1/2” dimensions. Change the 
address based on the branch’s given location.

THE BUSINESS CARD: Use the template and substitute 
your contact information in the given fields, using the 
typeface Mr Eaves Regular. The card is printed on 2” x 
3.5” paper with 0.22” margins on all sides.

THE CRACK-N-PEEL MAILING LABEL: Use the template 
provided on a 4-1/4 “x 2-5/8” and replace the address for 
your given branch location in the typeface Mr Eaves Regular.

312-555-7867  |  eyamamoto@heafod.com
1060 W. Addison Street, Chicago, IL 60613

Chief Financial Officer
Enrique Yamamoto

1060 W. Addison Street Chicago, IL 60613  |  312-555-7867  |  heafodestates.com

May 12, 2017

Mr. Eric Northman
Dominion Electric Supply
3072 Centreville Rd
Herndon, VA 20171

Dear Mr. Northman,

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Cras et interdum ante. Vivamus ullam-
corper, felis eget fermentum convallis, nulla arcu suscipit urna, quis tincidunt elit nulla eu sem. 
Vestibulum eleifend ante laoreet sapien laoreet maximus. In dignissim, risus sit amet tincidunt 
congue, quam orci rhoncus urna, sit amet tempus quam metus et tellus. Quisque eget ligula a 
erat ullamcorper rhoncus lacinia id neque. Quisque lobortis lobortis sem, eu luctus felis vulpu-
tate at. Aenean porttitor quis tortor eu tristique. Donec sed libero id ipsum mollis cursus vel a 
velit. Maecenas molestie sit amet leo ut blandit. Aenean nec nulla non ex iaculis volutpat.

Ut pharetra urna orci, et aliquam mauris convallis sit amet. Vestibulum condimentum ex a 
lectus rhoncus, vitae accumsan quam sodales. Vivamus aliquet urna nec sapien pulvinar, sit 
amet interdum sem vulputate. Il vestibulum et augue facilisis, placerat nisi sit amet, suscipit 
tellus. Suspendisse non justo arcu. Curabitur molestie enim auctor, tempus ligula et, sagittis 
ante. Cras feugiat lectus eget dui et pharetra, sed tincidunt tortor maximus. Maecenas vehicula, 
orci at dapibus pellentesque, odio tortor molestie tortor, in viverra libero ante eu augue. Mauris 
a sagittis neque. Fusce cursus ex a enim est, vitae tincidunt elit ornare vel. Aenean nec nulla 
non ex iaculis volutpat. Aliquam posuere odio ipsum, vitae convallis arcu ullamcorper ut. Cras 
non posuere nunc. Vivamus bladicdit volutpat nunc, id semper lacus semper quis. Maecenas mi 
tellus, venenatis vitae risus non, ornare rhoncus augue. Sed vel lacinia metus, eget tincidunt elit. 
Nam egestas, ipsum non dictum efficitur, lectus sem vulputate massa, sed aliquam dolor eros 
suscipit libero. In vitae leo ultrices, faucibus nibh ac, imperdiet elit.

Maecenas mi tellus, venenatis vitae risus non, ornare rhoncus augue. Sed vel lacinia metus, eget 
tincidunt elit. Nam egestas, ipsum non dictum efficitur, lectus sem vulputate massa, sed aliquam 
dolor eros suscipit libero. In vitae leo ultrices, faucibus nibh ac, imperdiet elit. Nullam hendrerit 
fringilla nisl, nec volutpat eros sodales sed. Vivamus in suscipit mi. Suspendisse fermentum pel-
lentesque lobortis. Proin vel dignissim velit, in accumsan tortor. Phasellus non fermentum erat, 
consectetur semper felis. Nam ullamcorper lacus quis tortor volutpat, vel pharetra lacus luctus. 
Praesent non consectetur enim. Integer cursus placerat neque, vitae egestas mauris interdum os 
non. Vestibulum vel ultrices dolor. Nulla elementum purus eget aliquet efficitur. Praesent eget 
tortor mi. Nulla nec nunc in arcu cursus suscipit et aliquam nisi.

Sincerely,

Enrique Yamamoto
Chief Financial Officer

1060 W. Addison Street Chicago, IL 60613

1060 W. Addison Street Chicago, IL 60613

* ITEMS ARE NOT TO SCALE
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TOUCHPOINTS

EPHEMERA
Another touchpoint that the client 
and potential partners come into 
contact are the company giveaways. 
These freebies are a great way to 
increase morale and connect with the 
client in a meaningful way. Offering 

free items also creates a buzz around 
the company, drives traffic, hooks 
customers, develops positive brand 
associations, and encourages feedback.

The following are some of the 
current examples of ephemeral 

items that our company gives away 
to customers, at trade shows, and 
beyond. Please contact the creative 
team (creative@heafod.com) for 
product availability, or to suggest 
other types of ephemeral items.

COLLAPSIBLE LAWN CHAIR UMBRELLA

HIDE-A-KEY ROCK METAL COASTERS WINE STOPPER
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CORPORATE COLLATERAL
We want our employees and agents 
to wear the Hēafod Estate’s logo on 
their chest with pride and for our 

clients to recognize and connect with 
our agents in an instant. The Hēafod 
Estates employee is provided with a 

company branded Polo t-shirt, and 
ground agents are provided with a 
company car for house visits.    

TOUCHPOINTS
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COLOR USAGE AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Consistency. Consistency. Consistency. 
Though there may be many different 
designers creating creative content for 
Hēafod Estates, every flyer and banner 
should have the same feel across 
all platforms. Combining color and 
typography, and placing them against 

images is something that will be done 
often, but needs to be done correctly.

Photos should be bright, crisp, and 
should usually relate to real estate 
(featuring homes, home buyers, 
communities, neighborhoods, etc.); 
bonus points for using photos that 

relate to corporate colors. If picturing 
a home (which should be most of the 
time), the house should not fill up 
the frame, but rather have breathing 
room with sky and a foreground of 
the front yard in the frame (which all 
of these examples demonstrates). 

COMBINING COLOR, TYPOGRAPHY, AND IMAGES

Mix and match colors, while stacking the text. Note that 
this technique should be based upon the composition 
of the photo, and if it fits appropriately in the space. 
A 30% black box may be used across the photo if the 
composition and colors allow for it.

This photo is also an example of utilizing colors similar 
to the corporate colors with the blue of the roof and 
green of the grass.

White is the preferred color to use against images if 
the background allows for readability. Here, the text is 
seen in a one line, horizontal structure, which matches 
the composition of the photo. This photo also recalls 
familiarity with the honeydew green, a corporate color. 

STOP DREAMING, 
START SEARCHING.

STOP DREAMING, START SEARCHING.
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COLOR USAGE AND PHOTOGRAPHY

COMBINING COLOR, TYPOGRAPHY, AND IMAGES (CONTINUED)

Here, a 30% black band underneath the text is not 
needed due to the fact that the sky is just dark enough 
by itself. Again, the white text is a perfect selection 
against the clean background of the sky.

These are two instances where a black band could be 
used with white text, however, the space within the 
photo does not allow for it. Instead, try using midnight 
blue in the lighter area within the photo.

STOP DREAMING, START SEARCHING.

STOP DREAMING, START SEARCHING.

STOP DREAMING, START SEARCHING.
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SUBSIDIARY GRAPHIC STANDARDS

ELITE HOME SERVICES
Hēafod Estates is the proud owner 
of Elite Home Services, an all-in-
one company that meets customer’s 
electric, plumbing, and general main-
tenance needs around the home. This 
company should follow the endorsed 

brand structure, with Hēafod Estates 
signature always close by and a bit 
smaller. Elite Home Services benefits 
from the endorsement and association 
with the parent company, thus there 
should be a synergy between the 

two divisions. For additional infor-
mation and specificities about Elite 
Home Services’ signature and graphic 
standards, please see their corporate 
guide, or contact creative@elite.com 
for specific questions.

CORPORATE COLORS

Elite Home Services proudly wears 
two official company colors: hammer 
red and steel. The mark and signa-
ture should always appear in these 
two colors (unless using a reversed 
version). Always appearing in hammer HAMMER RED 

PANTONE: 53-16 C
CMYK: 0, 97, 80, 30
RGB: 177, 26, 41
HEX: b1, 1a, 29

STEEL 
PANTONE: 174-16 C
CMYK: 65, 48, 37, 60
RGB: 51, 62, 72
HEX: 33, 3e, 48

SIGNATURE

MARK

LOGOTYPE

red is the mark, and always appearing 
in steel is the logotype. The Pantone 
versions should always be attempted 
first, unless the medium or printing 
requirements affect this choice. 


